Points Run Through
Diamond Points

Bulletin No: 259

Issued 07/06/2019

A points run through recently happened on a Diamond set of points. The OTP was being supervised by a
MC/CC and a TRS POS Supervisor on the night.
The POS Supervisor failed in his duties by not supervising the OTP travelling to site.
Instead the POS Supervisor told the MC/CC that he would drive around to the worksite as he would
otherwise have had to walk two miles with the OTP.
The MC/CC and POS Supervisor were told that the route to site on the main lines was set for their intended
direction of travel, however this was not the case as the diamond points were set in reverse so the OTP
could not travel over them.
There were no Til Dawn Lamps on the Diamond points as it was not planned for them to be moved.
On approaching the diamond set of points, the MC/CC was preceding the OTP walking in the four foot of the
adjacent line and did not stop the OTP prior to the points to thoroughly check they were set correctly for the
intended direction of travel as shown in the picture below showing the moment before the OTP ran the set of
points.
The MC/CC failed to carry out suitable checks on the points resulting in a points run through.

Remember;
• MC/CC’s must always stop the OTP a minimum of 10 metres before any points and check they are set correctly
before allowing OTP to travel over points even if they are told the route is set for them
• POS Supervisors must be with OTP all times when its working and travelling to and from site
Thank you for your cooperation and please ensure you acknowledge receipt of and adhere to the requirements
contained in this bulletin.
IF IN DOUBT; STOP WORK AND CONTACT YOUR LINE MANAGER
Stop, Look and Think: Is It Safe?
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